
 

 

  
Course Directions 
Northfield Mount Hermon 5k Cross Country Course 

 

● START at the east end of McLamore Field. (The course is measured from 12 feet in front of the 

gate in the fence along the eastern perimeter.) 

● Run southwest on a diagonal toward the fence on the field’s southern perimeter, passing 

between the fence and the SE corner of the turf field hockey field at .10 mi. 

● Bear slightly right away from the fence and begin uphill into the hayfield at .14mi, keeping the 

woods that form the south boundary of the field on your left. 

● After crossing the road at .44mi, continue straight and gently downhill toward the dense 

vegetation and woods at the west edge of the field, passing log structures on your left. 

● GO RIGHT at the field’s west edge (.52mi) and follow the cut along this edge to a wide clearing 

in the woods at .61mi, then continue around to the left to enter the clearing along its south edge. 

● GO LEFT on the “Bridge Loop” (#1) into the woods at .65mi and cross a creek on a flat wooden 

bridge before bearing left to reach a multiple trail intersection at .82mi. 

● GO LEFT uphill (NOT sharp left) on “Jacob’s Ladder” (#2), which continues uphill in steps for 

the next .35mi. (1st mile is marked with orange ribbon on the left.) 

● GO RIGHT at 1.16mi on the wide “Swoosh” trail (#3) over rolling wooded terrain, exiting the 

woods at a clearing in front of a white house at 1.55mi. 

● GO RIGHT downhill at 1.57mi on the wide grassy Snow House road (#4), which passes through 

tall grass before reentering the woods. 

● GO RIGHT at 1.66mi onto “Double Dip” ski trail (#5), which goes into the woods first at a right 

angle to the road, then turns left and parallel until merging with the “Lower Connector” trail on 

the left at 1.94mi (#6).  (2nd mile is just ahead, marked with orange ribbon on the left.) 

● GO RIGHT uphill when this gently rolling trail reaches a dead end at “Jacob’s Ladder” at 2.36mi 

(#7), then immediately LEFT at 2.39mi (#8) onto the lower end of the “Bridge Loop.” 

● Cross another creek bridge and go steeply uphill, returning to the clearing to exit the woods by 

GOING LEFT before a clump of trees at 2.46mi (#9), just before completing the woods loop. 

● GO LEFT at 2.47mi to stay along the edge of the clearing, then continue around the edge of the 

field, keeping a white and then a gray house to your left and bearing LEFT around the dense 

hedge to recross the paved road at 2.66mi. 

● At 2.68mi rejoin the cut along the south edge of the hayfield with the woods now on the right.  

● After crossing back onto the groomed grass of McLamore Field at 2.96mi, bear LEFT at the 

narrow neck between the field hockey turf and the fence on your right toward third base at the 

far end of the field. (3rd mile is just after the neck.) 

● FINISH just before (~52ft) the third base cutout at the east end of McLamore. 

● Designed and measured by M. Hefner and G. Partenheimer, June-October 2009. 

● Based on measurements walked with surveyor’s wheel on 10-12-09; some temporary markings 

indicated here may have been moved or altered. This version supersedes all previous guides. 
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